Circular

Subject: Semester Detention for M.E. Sem-2 (Regular) Students for Summer-2022 Examination

All Master of Engineering (M.E.) institutes are hereby informed that semester detention for M.E. Sem-2 (Regular) students is to be done through portal from 23-06-2022 to 24-06-2022. No further extension will be given.

The link for the semester detention for M.E. Sem-2 (Regular) students is as below:

Link: https://gtu.iweb.online/Login.aspx

Instructions:

1. Refer the institute manual for semester detention carefully.

2. Respective branch’s HOD of the institute will have to submit the entry for semester detention by using the existing HOD user id. If HOD login is not previously created then new HOD registration can be done by institute’s GTU coordinator by referring the manual to register staff_HOD.

3. After the submission of the semester detention, No changes will be allowed. So submit the data after due verification.

4. Report of semester detention can be download only after the schedule is over. Institutes are not required to submit the hardcopy/softcopy of semester detention report to University.

5. For any query kindly mail to mecald@gtu.edu.in

Attachment:

I. Institute manual for semester detention.

II. Manual to register HOD/Staff